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ABSTRACT
A brief summary of research findin_gs wilich_suppott-

the hypotheSis of scripta-l-knoWledgestructures in children and which
-ilidi-aates 'that childien use such structures in ways very similar tothcse of adults is provided this paper. Research reveals that when
children as young as three are asked tc tell what they know about
events, they tend to give highly. generalized accounts for both
familiar and relatively novel events: It is suggested on the basis of
iiali-findings that .young children's knowledge of-event structures is

,,generalized from the outset, rather than being aLstracted from theacCumulation cf specific episodes. Research seep to indicate that
although scripts are used more flexibly with agC, basic script
structure, level of generality, and content seem relatively invariant
from iges 3 to 8. It is speculated that a major developlaental change
may be the ability to differentiate between and separately store
specific episcdes as well as generalized scripts. In general, the
evrdence suggests that scripts function as a form of cognitive
crganizer, basic to the formation of !tore complex schemas and
categories. (Author/RH)
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A threeyeaf-ofd's knoWledge ofbirthday parties may seem far
rerioved from an adult's conception of how-to give a lecture oeclose

a business deal. Yet I believe that there are enough commonalities
betweenr-the-two to warrant talking about the_ representation of event
knowledge in terms that apply to both: Moreover, since three-year-
oldsare in the process .4( acquiring and displaying knowledge about
rhe_situations-they-take-part-in-the-develonment-of-knoWIedge-struc-
tures should-be particularly visible. If' such a thing as basic know-

ledge structures exists, they tooehould' -be appareht in_Young_children.
Note that there are two senses of development involved here: the micro-
development of.astructure:OVer time and:_ the._ the

child's cognitiVe system over longer time periods. In an ideal research
world onecouldAnfer one type ofdeveloPmene'from the-other. Iffthis
is the.case,then our developiental research with young children should
have'sPecial Significancetfor the study of the development of knowledge

Moreover, for ,the purpose of studying the development'of knowledge
structures, such research at least potentially has enormous edvantages.
Young. children don't know very much about the:world yet, and they have,
a lot to learn, a lot of scripts and schemasto build up. Development/
then; takes place constantly and at least theoretically is easy to ob-
serve. Based-on'this assumption, for the past several kFars I, with
the collaboration of'students and colleaghes, have been studying young
children'e scripts for familiar events--events such asliaving'lunch or

dinner, going to a birthday party, a restaurant, grocery'shopping, making
coOkies. At the outset we simply. asked childrento tell us '!whauhappens"
when you engage in these events,:i.e. what happens when,yougo to a,:
birthday partyl_More_recently,.wehave used,more structured-techniques,
suchas story recall, picture choice:and story telling:tatks. Most of,

our research is done with preschool children,'that is, children betWeen
1:and5years,althOugh..-in some studieswe have used children in the
earlyeChool years as Well. Rather_than describing one or two studies
in will present here what I uonsider to be mafor findings_ _

iuid:the,evidence-fOrthem.

,

Paperpresented:at American Psychological Association, Montreal,
September 2, 1980, in the Symposium on the DeVelopmerit of Knowledge
Structures.



We have attempted to go beyond evidence that children have script-
like knowledge structures to ask the next questions: are these struc-
tures verbalizable? Are they available for use in planning and problem
solving? How are they built up? What is their utility -in the child's
memory processing? How do they change?

Although most of our work thus far has involved verbalization of
script knowledge, we do. not consider that the verbalization reflects all
that the child knows about a script -nor does it indicate that script know-
ledge is itself verbal. It is, however, convenient aiild also somewhat
surprising that even very young children find it natural to talk about
their event, knowledge, and we assume that what they tell us about it has

-1 some significance; that is,' that there is a reason for 'choosing what to
day and how to -say It. Indeed; our data show that this assumption is-

*-
4trAor rect.

Do children have scripts? To answer this question one needs to
ask what the alternative is--what else could they have? For example,
they might have stimulus-response chains, where one action leads to

.another, but there is no overall organizing structure. This has-.been ,-

,a common view of young children's minds over the years. According to
this model, if you started a. child reporting on dinner at eating dessert,
say, they should have difficulty in reversing to the prior act of
cooking dinner,or leittling forward to the much lat.& act of going to bed.
On' the other hand, they might have stored quite unordered bits and pieces
of-knowledge-in-a-domainfor-example-,--they---might-know-that-they-had_________
chocolate ice cream and played pin the tail on the donkey at a birthday
party they attended, but not know what the general structure of a
birthday party is This is another very common view of the young child's
mind. Or they might have ordered knowledge that is organized according
to different principlesassociation structures \specifying what goes with
what, for example, so that if you asked about getting dressed they might
tell you about all the different kinds of shirts `or pants or dresses they
had Or if similarity WELS the operating principle you might get things
that looked like each other.. Another possibility is memory for a parti-
cular episode or a collection of episodes that is Organized but quite
specific in its details. If macro development follows Abelson's model
of-micro development, -the latter is. presumably whatTone would expect.
Now these fast types of organization are certainly not mutually exclu-
sive with the generalized script structure. I would 'certainly not claim
that the human mindeven the young human mindis confined to one kind
of organizing principle. However, what is important about young children
is that inprevious reserach it has been ha:
beyond the

.

organization provided by the immeaalto
find any organization

t4.pergeptual context.
It has been concluded that young children are conceptually inept-i-not
only pre-school but pre-conceptual, pre-logical, pre -operational,
even pre-verbal:



Considering the alternatives to scripts, both organized and not,
the evidence is very strong that children do have generalized scripts,
that is, they.organize their knowledge of familiar events according to
temporal and causaA.sequences of acts.. Consider the youngest child
(aged just 3 years) that we have interviewed within the frame of

-
asking "What happens wh-dh you do x ?" ,

Making cookies: "Well, you'bake them and eat them."

Birthday party: "You cook a'cake and eat it."

Restaurant: "You eat and then you go somewhere."
.

Grocery Shopping; "You buy things and then you go home."

Getting dressed: "You put on your clothes and then you have
breakfast,"

Each of .this child's answers links two acts basic to, the event,
including the or. goal act--linked.by the temporal linklng_terms_
"and" or "and then." In:each case the order is correct., Note that
enere.wae rip intrusion of,idiOsyncratic or unordered material, or
simple episodic reporting, and it, is hard to .conceive of these responses
as schains, since the particular acts that are linked'are not ,

necesserily,tloiely linked in time, and they are. not elicited by a
prioraction-but by an organizing term or.script-header:---you-,have-a
party or go to a restaurant. lMoreover, and this is.important,'they do
not refer to_elemental actions but-whole-events:"You bakethed: in
yolves innumerable steps, usually steps carried out by someone else. -_
The child's ability to subsume this activity under a-single general
term'is notable. I might note also at this point that this report is
at a very high level of generality altogetherthere-ate no.particUlars
mentioned at all.-

Most of our data look equally systematic and general., .Different
children will mention different acts, but they telltheir:narratives. in
veridical sequences,! and there is strong:Aagreem nt smong'children on
the7centralTacte in 'a given script, -as weil'Ai t beginning and_ending
pointe.- This is,perhaps',more'eUrprieing because y ung children - -that .is
pre-echoolers-rinevitably experience activities fr m a different-perapec-
tive-than our-Own. Their gpaleforgoingto a:r staurant,-ferceksmOle-7-
ureOften-4Uite differenijrOMOurs:,Indeed,My. colleagues-report that
go ing\to-:a.restaurant seems to be a. very boring: activity for. many young
children.)Iniikemcistadults they have a:hard time getting into the
ipirit_Ofjit.:-Butgoals. ere supposed to be:what motivates script
fOrMatiOn

How sensitive are children. to the goals around. which scripts.are-,,,

presumed to b'rorganiZed? 'If-theyL:donitshare our goals, do they have
7their. oWn?.-Dogoals,meke a' difference to script formation?.



In a recent experiment, the data for which are just now being

analyzed, we presented children with stories about two events--birthday

party and making cookies. In one condition the goal statement was'ex-
plicitly stated.at the outset, while in the other there was no goat.

statement but a neutral "setting" statement, for example "George and

his mother were in die kitchen" rather than "George and his mother

decided to make cookiea." Children.of 3, 4, and 5 years heard brief

stories about the events and were asked-to retell them both immediately

and again after the lapse of a day. There was no difference at either

time between the goal and goalless stories in amount of recall, and

almost all children were able to state the goal at the conclusion of the

story. That is, children inferred the goal from the sequence of

events even when it was not statedtexplicitly. In neither' case did.

the story, mention party or cookies in the course of the story itself.

--On-the _basis-of -this_experiment_then,_it_appears_that_Jour original
suspicion-that_goals were_notasarmarent to children as to adults was

in error, although the fact of no difference'in recall may indicate that

goals are not so important as script organizers. -On the other hand, even
if children build their scripts around goals just as adults do; it may

still be the case that their goals differ from adults' in.particular
instances. There is a lot more exploring tO be done here.- This questiorr--

has certainly not received a definitive answer as yet.

-One of the most striking things about-young chiMren's scriptsjia
their generality;-as I indicated before. is is evident particularly

._.7.--in-theLlanguage-in-whiCh-they-phrase-their- eports.--They -use -verY'1

general terms such as. "youeat" "yOU:Pla ".rather than-"you swing"

or "you ride bikes." These specifications 1 ave open many possibilities

for inserting variable slot fillers. It Is o considerable interest

that even the youngest. children - -3 and 4 year dsfound the,"time-.
less event" present tense form of the verb (tha is "eat"..instead of

"ate") and'the general use of "you" and ewe" to b natural forms'of

reporting in this task'. These forms have rarely b en reported before
in ordinary discourseby young' children, according the literature
ori.languagedeVelopMent.77 We believe their use indic ties a general level

of knowledgethat has not been previously__ tapped.

...Another iridication of the generality of-scriptowas
,study by Kathy*Cartney. who presented-5 and 7 years old ch dten
gcript7babed:stOries:about.dinner and bedtime. The stories reforMu-
).ated'oothattalf-:the:itcripijOr'eaCh chil&waS'veryakeIeta and

4eneral:While'the_Otherhalf .containeddetailO.',;Childrerfat-bo ages

remembered the'-generalgcriPt-structure:propositionagqually Wel and
13etterthan:,thi:detailsjog what was eatensaid, worn, while old

...ChildrentemeMberedMore;:of the detailsThe developmental course.
seemed to-beraM,generAI:te more' specific:

Let me.. try to carify wHat .1 think is.the significance of.the'.
generality of;. young children's scripts. It goes against the .notion
thatchildrefiare.drawingon a store of.accumulated episodes that.are
rinlied:iri,s0me,'detail and from which a more abstract prototypical.'..

'itrUCtUre.iieVentually .derived,''althougy they. are already.Categorical--;



,general with examples of what can'fill slots. *Although most of our

data id based on scripts that are already highly familiar to children,

we haVe some data for events that are not -for example, day care scripts

fromhchildren in. their firstlweek at the daycare center and firedrill

scripts from children who have experienced only one fire drill. We

find the same form--general and skeletal - -in these as in more familiar

events. Thus we believe that the script recall is not being generated

frol the memory of a single partidular experience but from a structure
that is generalized. that has open slots for variable roles and objects

such as particular teachers, foods and games. It is'our strong hypothesis

that young childrees knowledge of event structures is-.generalized from

the.outsetv.that is, that the first experience of an event leads to an

expectation that further experiences of the kind will contain the same

basic elements and relationships and an open structure is set up for this

llowever,:an alternative explanation for the- generality.of the

language nsed-is.that-children are-simply_notAifferentiating.between
the requeat-for a general account and a more specific memory-And-Use

general-terms for, both. We tested this hypothesis in an experiment in

-which-children-were-asked-to:sayTon-one-occasion_"whet_happens_wherLyou.
have dinner at home" (or "snack at-gaMp"), the general questiOn, and.on,
another occasion "what,happened one. time" or "yesterday" (the specific

question). To our gratification, there was a'clear differentiation
betWeen the use of the general present tensefor-the-general-aCcount and

---the-pisttense-for-the-specific_accounoreover4Lthere,was.also a
greater use'bf particular terms, that:is,, slot fillers, in the specific

accounts Surprisingly, the young-children found itmore difficult to
give.a'specific memory than they did a general adcOunt regardless of

order. That is, there were mare children who gaveno respoUses-and
accounts were briefer when the child was askt.d "what happened-at dinner
yasterdsii(Or'onetime)1" than "what happens tit 'dinner" in general. Our
tentative explanation for this findingAsTthat the general script.
actually interferes.with:the memory of a specifigepisode;Jor a routine
event like eating dinner, each new. episode is absorbed by the script

structure. Older children and adults might have deVeloped:mechanisma
whereby some episodesitecome tagged as.meMorable-inthumselves in this

waY-deVelopingran-nutottographical-memory-I-should-note-that7Marigold----
Linton-'S speculations aboutantotiographical memories and their fate is.:
consonant with thisexplanatiOn.- We arc-currently folloWing.up these
notions with further'studiee:::

:Whatuad%is a script? illesearch.with,adults has found that scripts
guide the:interpretation:of stories and inferences.in discourse: They
also gnideactionAn familiar situations and structurememory'for events.:

We have carriedoUt beVeral:storY.retall studies that-tendtorahoW-
siMilar7effedts:lor:yOung In. the study I'Mentionedearlier
in whidh'presehooLghildren.vere given stories aboutibirthday'party and



making cookies with and without goals, there was also a condition in
which the stories violated the canonical temporal order of events.
For example the birthday party story would state that children brought
presents at the end rather than the beginning. When this happened,
children usually either omitted the action that was out of order in
their recall" or they repairga it to its correct position in the
temporal-causal sequence; or they changed it to fit its place in the
sequence, making' the presents .at the end be party favors that guests
took home. These repairs are similar to those observed in recall 'for
stories _by older children -and adults when a story schema is deformed.
However, they indicate the influence of well-structured scripts on
memory in children .younger than preViously. observed.

In her disiertation research at Yale, Janice Gruendek studied the
development of children's own stories about familiar events in relation

----to---their-acriptEr-for-those-events,-and-was-able-to-show-that_the
stories constructed-by younger children--6-year-:oldswere simple.
transformations of the underlying script and.only,later--a.t 8 years or
older--did children produce standard story forms that incorporated
.problem - resolution episodes: The" youngest chil.dren in her study--
_4-year-oldsproduCed_simple scripts when asked to tell a-story;- their
scripts dirinot ,differ in- either length or form from scripts produced
by children. flaked to tell. "what' happens." We zon.cLude then that
scripts not only provide contWct for young Callfiren's stories as .

they do for adults .but that they provide the 'content _arid form as well.

In a study still under way we are 1, *)ok.i.71g at "how the -child-uses
scripts in constructing plans. Here WEI eare mamining how preschool

. children use their- knowledge of what happens at a birthday. party to
guide the Purchase of props7-food,-iparty hats,. etc..for the party.
Clearly.. in :everyday play .situations the :child's' script knowledge is
the foundation for much._symbolic or pretense play, whether it inVolves
playing house or soffit-to the moon. .'We. are .tryink to capitalize on
this' to study the transforinations involved and how' they are used.. In
all . these waya,. thencomPrehension,.--meraOry, construction of stories and
planschildren's .scripts have been Lund to be basic.

How axed rip ta_deVe I op? This question.is of central importance not
only to this symposium but to' our oWn.reseairCh. We. had.. a
Clearer.,story.'.to about:, it at ,this -time. Initially we eicpeoted,
that-;We would .7be, aniverthis queStion. bY;exaMining the seripts .

Of.-,VerY:'Youne.-Children. in ,terms Of .-their!Verbalization and_; out-
rolet and comparing them with scripts.. To some extent
We'fraVe-tyeen able to;de We--have 'found across manY etudies that .

older ;,children, ':.say. 5. or 8,--Year",olds, ..dorapared':to"3' and 4 year .olds,-
g onge scr p er, more, use more .comp ex, language an -report
more :conditional. or ,alternative pathsr .: For ;example;,. miler

t 1
ariked....to :tell
:"When we -go

ThAt:'.113 -411: to he eXP de ted the ibeeie of 'their greater.
.general cognitive and Iigguistic ma ur ty. But we have not found, that
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there is a change in the basic structure of the script, at :oast from

Age three to age eight. Three-year-olds, as .,I 'indicated before,

structure theirAnoOledge using the same gengralized temporal-causal,

sequences that older children do. They leave out more details and

their reports are often exceedingly short and skeletal. However, the

,basics are there. Moreover, in another recent experiment, we gave 3

and 5 year old children the task of choosing pictures appropriate to

a particular script from among an array that included irrelevant pic-

tures 4p well as relevant ones. We found there was no difference

between 3 and 5 year olds in either the number or the content ofthe

--pictuies chosen. Children at both ages included more pictures than
they did in their initial. verbal reports and produced stories using"

the pictures that were equally well structured, '_We therefore believe

that even the difference in length of script output may be only an

artifact of the production task--younger Children apparently know more

than we baVe given them credit for.

We have not ytt been able to prOvide an answer to theqUestion:
How does A particular script develop on the.basia of a given experience

or experiences, and are there developmental that is, age -- differences

in the way that ii-develope? Tbia is a question of some practical as

well'as theoreticalAmportance, and although I would like to have had

'the answers for this sympostuM,: these are problems that weare only now
beginning to explore in detail: 'What -we :Can.sayis-that we haven't been-

4ble:toobserve much of significance:in'Macro-develOpMent,-Structure,:
level ofgenerality and even content seemto stay pretty much the,same
-over7the-yeam7from.T1 to 8:: The.utilitxof scripts changes as children .

-are'able to use them moreJlexiblyAts'in story telling;-bUtTnot-the-
basic:adriptitselfur:presentguess-, as I. indicated earlier,.is that
the major develoPmental change may involve the.ability.to differentiate

-between'the:generai'script and specific episodes and_to "hang onto" a
specific episode in memory as well as the general script, This leads us

more and more to the Conviction'that scriptslare a very.,basic form of

'cognitive organtzer,basIC to the formation'Of more compleX and:abstract
schemas and categories as well:as appearing early:in development
Eut-what-theA.mplicationlof these findings.ie for the mieroAevelopment

:Of"sCriptiv:at any'ageremains to be-WOiked out.
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